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Abstract: English auctions are applied in many current e-commerce applications because of the easy implementation. Some sponsored
search advertising (SSA) services consider the ascending bidding rules of English auctions to determine winners. However, the high
computation cost of determining winners is the major drawback of the English auction-based SSAs. Because the SSA is an online
service, Internet users do not wait for a long time to receive the search result pages. In this paper, we provide a mechanism to reduce
the overhead of computing winners and maximize the revenue obtained bythe search engine provider (SEP). Our proposed mechanism
adopts the minimum increase price (MIP), which is similar to the central pricein the English auction, to indicate how much should
be raised for the bids with updated prices. We design a uniform MIP adjusting strategy and an adaptive MIP adjusting strategy to
determine the MIP setting in each round. We analyze the convergent speed of two proposed MIP adjusting strategies. According to our
simulation results, we conclude the following properties. For all the SEP revenue considerations, the adaptive MIP adjusting strategy
is outstanding in popular keywords, and rare keywords for the uniformMIP adjusting strategy. Opposite results are obtained for the
convergent speed.

Keywords: Sponsored Search Advertising, English Auction, Generalized Second Price Auction, Convergent Speed, Additive-
Increase/Multiplicative-Decrease

1 Introduction

The utilization of the search service is continuously
increased since the Internet became popular. Most search
engine providers (SEPs) use sponsored search advertising
(SSA) services to recommend potential advertisements
for Internet users [4,2,6]. The SSAs combine the online
advertising with the search service. When Internet users
issue keyword queries, the advertisements corresponding
to the received keyword are posted on the screen. Every
time the SSA receives a keyword query, we treat it as a
round. Because all advertisements are related to the
queried keywords, most Internet users favor the
advertisements recommended by SSAs. Therefore, SSAs
bring major incoming for SEPs [4,12].

The charging functions of SSAs involve the
pay-per-click structure and the generalized second price
(GSP) principle [4]. Under the pay-per-click structure,

each advertiser pays for advertising only when the
Internet user clicks their advertisement. Simultaneously,
the advertiser gains a private worth from the click, and we
call the worth as thevaluation. GSP charges the essential
price of winning a slot, i.e., the bid price proposed by the
next-ranked advertiser.

Because SSAs are online services, easy
implementation is necessary for designing mechanisms.
The generalized English auction [4] and the ascending
implementation [5] adopt the full process of the English
auction [13] to rank advertisers. Both mechanisms
consider a central price which is increased automatically.
Every time the central price is increased, advertisers must
determine to accept the price to stay in the auction, or
reject the price and drop out. Eventually, the last dropped
advertiser wins the best slot, the second-to-last dropped
advertiser wins the second slot, etc.
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The English auction is a well known mechanism, so
advertisers know how to bid to achieve the objective in
the English auction-based SSAs. However, the time
consumption may be an implementation issue as the
winners are computed via the full process of English
auction. Considering that some advertisers’ valuations are
very close. The increment of the central price must be
sufficient low to identify the ranks of these advertisers.
Thus, computing a ranking result requires a long process
when the valuations are high. Internet users do not wait
for a long time to receive a search result page. So,
decreasing the overhead of calculating winners in each
round for English auction-based SSAs is our first goal.

The central price determines the final bid values. This
implies the SEP revenue depends on the central price.
However, determining the central price is a case-by-case
study [19]. Our second objective is to design a strategy to
compute the central price to maximize the SEP revenue.

In this paper, we proposed a mechanism, termed the
non-decreasing sponsored search auction (NDSSA), to
realize the following objectives. 1) Minimizing the
overhead of computing the auction result in each round,
and 2) maximizing the SEP revenue. To achieve the first
objective, we extend the bidding rule of the English
auction from ascending to non-decreasing. The
non-decreasing bidding rule indicates that the advertisers
can submit the same bid values as that proposed in the last
round or higher prices rather than the continuously
increased values. Then, the non-decreasing bidding rule is
used to increase the bidding competition throughout the
auction rather than to determine the ranking result in each
round. The NDSSA adopts the rank-by-bid principle to
determine winners. Therefore, the overhead of
determining winners in each round can be reduced.

To realize our second goal (maximizing the SEP
revenue), we replace the central price of the English
auction by theminimum increase price(MIP). The MIP
indicates the minimum bid increment for the bids with
updated prices. If the advertiser proposes a new price, the
raised amount must be higher than the MIP.

The hardness of determining the MIP in the real world
SSAs is that the valuations are unreachable. Thus, it is
hard to compute optimal MIP settings that the derived bid
prices are close to the valuations. In this paper, we design
a uniform and an adaptive MIP adjusting strategies to
compute the MIP. The uniform strategy, we termed as the
fixed-MIP, utilizes an invariant MIP throughout the
auction. So the SEP revenue in the fixed-MIP depends on
the initial MIP settings. The adaptive strategy which is
named as the AIMD-MIP applies the idea of
additive-increase/multiplicative-decrease [9] to compute
the MIP in each round. The AIMD-MIP compares the bid
profiles received in two successive rounds. If no bid is
updated, this implies that the MIP is too high to raise bids
for advertisers, the AIMD-MIP reduces the MIP to one
half of the current MIP value. Otherwise, the MIP is
increased by one to raise the bidding competition.

We evaluate theconvergent speedand the SEP
revenue for the NDSSA. The convergent speed indicates
the number of rounds that the NDSSA requires to meet
thestable outcome. In the stable outcome, each advertiser
bids at their highest price, and no bid will be updated in
the future. We first compute the convergent speed for the
fixed-MIP and AIMD-MIP, and analyze the essential
condition that the fixed-MIP converges faster than the
AIMD-MIP. In our simulation, we evaluate the
convergent speed and four metrics regarding SEP revenue
for the fixed-MIP and AIMD-MIP with various initial
MIP settings. We conclude the following properties.

1.There is a tradeoff between maximizing the SEP
revenue and minimizing the convergent speed.

2.For optimizing the convergent speed, the AIMD-MIP
is suitable for rare keywords, and the fixed-MIP with
appropriate initial MIP is proper for popular keywords.

3.For maximizing the SEP revenue, the AIMD-MIP is
outstanding for popular keywords; the fixed-MIP is
distinguished for rare keywords.

2 Related Works

There are two English auction-based SSA mechanisms:
the generalized English auction proposed by Edelman et
al. [4] and the ascending implementation proposed by
Babaioff and Roughgarden [5]. The generalized English
auction focus on the assumption that the valuations are
common knowledge while this restriction is not
considered in the ascending implementation. Both
mechanisms derived that the SEP gains the same revenue
as that obtained in the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG)
auction [11].

Because both mechanisms utilize the full process of
English auction to compute winners, determining winners
may require high computation cost. To reduce the cost of
computing winners, the NDSSA adopts the rank-by-bid
principle and increases advertisers’ bid prices
round-by-round. Thus, the overhead of computing
winners in the NDSSA is less than that in the generalized
English auction and the ascending implementation.

The central price can be considered as a range which
is called as thebid levels[14,15,16,17]. In the beginning,
the auctioneer announces the first bid level and checks
bidders’ willingness of paying in this range. Then, the
auction announces the second bid level which is higher
than the first one. As increasing the bid levels, bidders’
bid prices are increased. Eventually, the bidder stays in
the highest bid level wins the auction item.

Zhang et al. proposed a greedy approach to determine
the bid level [14] and showed their approach is robust for
capturing advertisers’ valuations. Rothkopf and Harstad
focused on computing the number of bid levels [17].
Rogers et al. [15] and David et al. [16] proposed the
approaches to maximize the auctioneer’s revenue.
Although the bid level reduces the computation cost of
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determining winners, advertisers with higher valuations
may not win the better slot if valuations are very close.

Combining the advantages of the central price and the
bid level, real world English auctions utilize therange bid
increment. For example, according to the bidding rule of
the Taiwan Yahoo auction1, the bid increment is $10
within the prices $0 and $499, the bid increment is $30
within the prices $500 and $1999, etc. However, if
applying the range bid increment to the English
auction-based SSAs, the advertisers with higher
valuations may not obtain better slots. Because the bid
increments are large in high bid prices due to the
convergent speed consideration, advertisers with higher
valuations may win the slots which is worse than that
obtained by the advertisers with lower valuations. Our
adaptive MIP adjusting strategy dynamically computes
the MIP setting in each round, therefore, the problem
resulted from the range bid increment can be resolved in
the NDSSA.

3 Auction Model

Consider a repeated SSA withN advertisers
AD = {ad1,ad2, . . . ,adN} and K slots
SL = {sl1,sl2, . . . ,slK}, where N > K. The repeated
model focuses on a given keyword phrase. When a
keyword query arrives, the SSA recommends
advertisements by the following steps.

Step 1. Collect the bid profileB = {b1,b2, . . . ,bN}. The
SSA requests each advertiseradi to propose a bid
value bi to specify the maximum price thatadi is
willing to pay for advertising.

Step 2. Determine winners. The SSA ranks advertisers
based on a predefined ranking function.

Step 3. Compute payments. The SSA charges each winner
by a given charging function.

Step 4. Output the auction result. The SSA announces the
ranking result and payment profile to all advertisers.

Each slotsl j has a click-through-rate (CTR)θ j to
indicate the click probability that Internet users click the
advertisements onsl j . We consider the CTR as the
decreasing distribution, i.e.,θ1 > θ2 > .. .θk; that is, the
advertising slot rearranged in a higher position receives
more clicks than that in a lower position.

When an Internet user clicks the advertisement ofadi ,
adi pays the GSP pricepi = bi+1, and gains the valuation
vi . We consider that eachadi is conservative; that is, the
bid value is bounded by the valuation, i.e.,bi ≤ vi . For
convenience, we assume thatadi wins sli . Given a bid
profile B, the utility of adi is
ui(B) = (vi − pi)θ j = (vi − bi+1)θ j , according to the
charging rule of GSP.

Many bidding strategies are proposed to formulate
real world bidding behaviors, such as forward-looking

1 http://help.yahoo.com/kb/index?page=content&id=SLN11175&locale=zhTW

responses [2], balanced bidding strategies [1], and
strategic bidding strategies [3]. Most bidding strategies
emphasize the utility maximization for advertisers. So, we
consider that all advertisers adopt utility-maximization
strategies to determine bid values.

Given a bid profileB, adi first computes thetarget slot
slk which has maximum utility, and then, calculates the bid
price by applying Eq. (1), wheresli is the current obtained
slot. If slk is the current obtained slot,adi will submit bi
again, and otherwisebk+ε ,∀ε > 0 which is slightly higher
thanbk.

F(B) =

{

bi , if slk = sli
bk+ ε , otherwise. (1)

The VCG auction is incentive-compatible [11]. The
SEP revenue obtained in the VCG is the lower bound of
some mechanisms [1,2,4]. VCG ranks advertisers to
maximize the social welfare. This guarantees the
advertisers with higher valuations obtain the slots with
more clicks. The winner ofsl j pays the difference
between the social welfare when the winner joins and
does not join the auction, and that is shown in Eq. (2).

K+1

∑
j=s+1

(θ j−1−θ j)b j (2)

4 Solution

4.1 Non-decreasing Sponsored Search Auction

The generalized English auction and the ascending
implementation apply the full process of the English
auction to determine winners. The computation cost of
determining winners is high when some advertisers’
valuations are close. Because the SEP can not access the
valuations, the central price must be set as small. Thus,
determining winners in each round requires high
computation time. The NDSSA overcomes the high
computation cost of determining winners while the SEP
revenue is maximized.

We first extend the bidding rule of the English auction
from ascending to non-decreasing. The non-decreasing
bidding rule is used to increase the bidding competition
round-by-round rather than to compute the winners. The
winners are determined via the rank-by-bid strategy. Each
advertiser can propose the bid which is either identical to
that used in the last round or a higher price. Therefore, the
overhead of computing winners is minimized.

The NDSSA considers the MIP to control the bidding
competition between advertisers. The MIP is a threshold
of proposing a new bid price. Because the non-decreasing
bids are available, only the updated bids are subject to the
MIP restriction. So, the SEP must determine two
parameters before the NDSSA starts: the initial MIP and
the MIP adjusting strategy which is used to compute the
MIP in each round.

The procedure of the NDSSA is shown as follows.
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Definition 1(Non-decreasing Sponsored Search
Auction). Given an MIP value m and an MIP adjusting
strategy MS. When a keyword query arrives, the NDSSA
performs the following processes.

Step 1. Collect the bid profile B= {b1,b2, . . . ,bN}.
Step 2. Verify the validity of each bi by m.
Step 3. Determine winners by the rank-by-bid strategy.
Step 4. Compute the new MIP by the given MS.
Step 5. Output the auction result.

In Step 2, feasible bid prices are shown in Eq. (3), where
b−i is the bid price of adi received in the last round, and
∀ε ≥ 0. In Step 3, we assume that all bids have different
prices, i.e., bi 6= bs,∀i 6= s, so the tie-breaking mechanism
is unnecessary. In Step 4, we propose two MIP adjusting
strategies to determine the MIP in each round. In Step 5,
the auction result includes the bid profile, payment profile,
ranking result, and the new MIP.

bi =

{

b−i +m+ ε , if bi 6= b−i
b−i , otherwise.

(3)

In the real world SSAs, each advertiser receives a
daily advertising report. Advertisers can adjust the
auction settings according to the advertising reports.
Thus, we consider the NDSSA as a daily-reset
mechanism. When the NDSSA restarts, the SEP can
utilize another initial MIP or new MIP adjusting strategy
while advertisers can submit any bid price without MIP
restriction.

4.2 Bid Increment Adjusting Strategies

We propose a uniform MIP adjusting strategy with
constant MIP termed fixed-MIPf (m), and an adaptive
MIP adjusting strategy labeled by AIMD-MIPa(m). The
MIP in the fixed-MIP is invariant, and dynamic for the
AIMD-MIP.

Considering the initial MIPm1, the MIP in the
fixed-MIP is identical tom1 throughout the auction, i.e.,
f (m) = m1. After the SEP announcesm1, all advertisers
obey the bidding rule of Eq. (3). The MIP is updated
when the auction is restarted every day.

We utilize the concept of the
additive-increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) to
design the AIMD-MIP. The AIMD is used to avoid
network congestion, and the definition is shown as below.

Definition 2
(Additive-Increase/Multiplicative-Decrease [7]). The
AIMD is an algorithm of TCP congestion avoidance.
Given an unknown network bandwidth, the objective is to
probe the bandwidth to maximize the packet transmission
rate. AIMD specifies a threshold to indicate the maximum
packet transmission rate. When no packet loses, which
implies current packet transmission rate could be raised,
the threshold is increased linearly. If packets are lost,
which indicates the packet transmission rate is
overestimated, the threshold is decreased exponentially.

Table 1: Event mapping for the TCP network and the
NDSSA.

Events in TCP network Events in NDSSA

Packet transmission threshold MIP value
Congestion free Any bid with updated price

Network congestion No bid with updated price

Table 1 shows the event mapping from the TCP
network to the NDSSA. The MIP is increased by one if
any advertiser updates the bid price. Otherwise, the MIP
is decreased to a half of current value. The AIMD-MIP
computes the MIP values according to Eq. (4). Given the
current MIPm, B andB′ are the bid profiles received in
the current round and the last round. IfB 6= B′, which
implies the MIP is not sufficiently high, the AIMD-MIP
outputsm+1, andm/2 otherwise.

a(m) =

{

m+1, i f B 6= B′,
⌊m/2⌋, and otherwise. (4)

5 Convergent Speed Analysis

We confirm the convergency of the NDSSA before
analyzing the convergent speed. Given an MIP adjusting
strategy with arbitrary initial MIP, the NDSSA can
produce stable outcomes.

Lemma 1.The NDSSA converges to a stable outcome
when all advertisers are conservative.

Proof.The cycling bidding [1,6] is eliminated in the
NDSSA because the non-decreasing bidding rule is
considered. Moreover, conservative advertisers do not
overbid, i.e.,bi ≤ vi , so the bid prices are bounded by
valuations. Each advertiser stops increasing bid prices
when: 1) staying in the current slot is more beneficial than
winning another slot, or 2) updating the bid price results
in overbidding. Therefore, the stable outcome can be
guaranteed.�

We analyze the properties of the worst case for the
convergent speed in Lemma2. We define theavailable
bid price(ABP) as the price difference between the initial
bid value and the valuation for an advertiser. The
following discussions are under the assumption that all
information is common knowledge. We use thestable bid
pricesto indicate the bid values in the stable outcomes.

Lemma 2.Given the current MIP value m, the worst case
of convergent speed includes following properties.

1.The maximum ABP dominates the convergent speed.
2.For the advertiser adi who has maximum ABP, we have

bi > vi −m, where bi is the stable bid price of adi .
3.adi and another advertiser adx compete for winning

the same target slot slj .
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Proof.Suppose the advertiseradi has the maximum ABP
δi . For the first property, becauseadi has maximum ABP
and all advertisers obey the same MIP, no advertiser can
update the bid afteradi meets the maximum bid price. So,
the convergent speed depends onδi .

We assume that the second property is incorrect, and
thus there exists a bid priceb∗i results in the worse
convergent speed thenbi . So, we havebi > vi −m≥ b∗i .
Becausebi ≥ b∗i , reaching b∗i does not require more
rounds than reachingbi . Thus, the assumption has a
contradiction, and the second property is correct.

For the third property, ifsl j is targeted by onlyadi ,
adi may stop increasing bid price when obtainingsl j . This
impliesbi ≤ vi −m wherebi is the stable bid price ofadi .
This violates the second property, so more than one
advertiser have the same target slot in the worst case.�

The worst case in terms of the convergent speed is
formulated in Definition3.

Definition 3(Worst Case of Convergent Speed).
Consider adi has the maximum ABPδi , and adi and adx
have the same target slot slj . When adi and adx take turns
at winning slj , the NDSSA requires most rounds to meet
stable outcomes with vi < bi +m, where bi is the stable
bid price of adi and m is the MIP applied in the stable
outcome.

From [10], increasing the number of advertisers leads
to small bid prices and slow convergent speed. However,
several advertisers compete for one slot will not reduce
the convergent speed in the NDSSA. Because the bid
increment is bounded by the MIP, two advertisers
compete for one target slot is sufficient to express the
worst case of the convergent speed in the NDSSA. Hence,
we can analyze the convergent speed of the fixed-MIP
and the AIMD-MIP in the case shown in Definition3.

5.1 Fixed-MIP Strategy

Theorem 1.Given the initial MIP m1. Suppose adi has the
maximum ABPδi , the convergent speed of fixed-MIP is at
most:

r f = 2⌈
δi

m1⌉. (5)

Proof.We havef (m) = m1, wherem is the current MIP. In
Definition 3, adi requires at most⌈δi/m1⌉ rounds to meet
the stable bid price. Furthermore, the worst case takes
place when another advertiser has the same target slot as
that ofadi , and they take turns to update bid prices. Thus,
the NDSSA requires double rounds to meet stable
outcomes, and we haver f = 2⌈δi/m1⌉. �

5.2 AIMD-MIP Strategy

The MIP adjustment process of the AIMD-MIP includes
two phrases: the MIP increase phrase and the MIP
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Fig. 1: The MIP modification process of the AIMD-MIP
in the worst case.

adaptation phrase. The MIP is continuously raised in the
MIP increase phrase. The couples of the MIP decrease
and the MIP increase take place several times in the MIP
adaptation phrase. When the MIP is decreased to one and
no advertiser can update bid price, the NDSSA converges.
Considering the MIP is decreased first in(h+1)th round,
Figure 1 shows the MIP adjustment process of the
AIMD-MIP.

We first prove that Figure1 is the worst case regarding
the convergent speed of the AIMD-MIP. We generalize
the ABP definition and useδ s

i to indicate the price gap
between the bid value insth round and the valuation. In
other words, the labelsδ 1

i andδi indicate the same value.

Lemma 3.Figure 1 shows the worst case of the
convergent speed in the AIMD-MIP. In first h rounds, the
MIP is continuously increased. Then, the MIP variation
couples with the pairs of the MIP decrease and MIP
increase until the MIP is reduced to one.

Proof.Assume that the MIP adjustment process drawn in
Figure1 is not the worst case. So, there is a factitious case
which results in worse convergent speed than that
illustrated in Figure1. Because the MIP is decreased in
(h + 1)th round, the MIP adaptation phrase of the
factitious case is longer than that shown in Figure1. This
indicates that the factitious case includes two or more
successive MIP decreases or MIP increases.

If the factitious case suffers two successive MIP
decreases, as shown in Figure2(a), we prove that it is
incorrect. Supposing the MIP is decreased insth and
(s+1)th rounds in the factitious case. Because the MIP is
decreased in(s+ 1)th round, the remainder ABP in the
factitious case is less than that in the case of Figure1.
Thus, the factitious case does not require more rounds to
converge than the case drawn in Figure1.

If the factitious case suffers two successive MIP
increases, as shown in Figure2(b), we show that this is
not the worst case. Considering that the MIP ism in
(s− 1)th round, so we have the values of MIP andδ x

i
shown in Table2. Notice that the value ofδ x

i is captured
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(a) Case 1: The two continuous MIP decreases.
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(b) Case 2: The two continuous MIP increases.

Fig. 2: The comparison of worst cases.

Table 2: The MIP variation of Figure2(b).

xth Round MIP δ x
i

x= s m+1 m−1
x= s−1 m 2m
x= s−2 2m+1 2m

beforeadi proposes the bid price inxth round. It is clear
that adi can not update the bid price in(s+ 1)th round
becauseδ s+1

i = m− 1 < m+ 1. So, no two successive
MIP increases will take place.

Combining above analyses together, the case
illustrated in Figure1 is the worst case of the convergent
speed for the AIMD-MIP.�

The following lemma shows the value ofh. The label
ms represents the MIP used inxth round.

Lemma 4.Suppose the MIP is first decreased in(h+1)th

round, the lower bound of h is2
√

(m1)2+2δi −m1, where
δi is the initial ABP of adi .

Proof.In Definition 3, because the bid prices are updated
in first h rounds, we have:

h

∑
s=1

ms ≥ δi . (6)

The MIP is increased by one, so Eq. (6) can be rewritten
as:

(m1+mh)h
2

≥ δi

(m1+m1+h)h
2

≥ δi

(2m1+h)h
2

≥ δi . (7)

After solving Eq. (7), the lower bound ofh is derived.

h≥
2
√

4(m1)2+8δi −2m1

2

h≥ 2
√

(m1)2+2δi −m1 (8)

�

Then, the number of remainder rounds is shown in the
following lemma.

Lemma 5.After the first MIP decrease, the NDSSA with
AIMD-MIP requires at most2⌈log(m1+h−2)⌉ rounds to
converge, where h= 2

√

(m1)2+2δi −m1.

Proof.Because the MIP is decreased in(h+1)th round, the
value ofδ h

i is less thanmh =m1+h−1. This impliesδ h
i ≤

m1+ h− 2. In the worst case, the MIP adaptation phrase
exhausts the amount of bid raise(m1+h−2).

According to Lemma3, the MIP variation in the MIP
adaptation phrase consists of some pairs of the MIP
decrease and MIP increase. In every MIP decrease, the
value of δ s

i is reduced to a half, so the convergence
process requires at most⌈log(m1 + h − 2)⌉ rounds.
Because every MIP decrease comes with an MIP
increase, the NDSSA requires 2⌈log(m1+h−2)⌉ rounds
to converge after the first MIP decrease.�

Theorem 2.Suppose adi has the maximum ABPδi , and the
first MIP decrease takes place in(h+1)th round, i.e., h=
2
√

(m1)2+2δi −m1. The convergent speed of the AIMD-
MIP in the worst case is:

ra = 2(h+2⌈log(m1+h−2)⌉). (9)

Proof.Combining Lemma4 and 5, adi requires at most
(h + 2⌈log(m1 + h − 2)⌉) rounds to meet the stable
outcome in the AIMD-MIP. According to Definition3,
the convergent speed of the AIMD-MIP is
ra = 2(h+2⌈log(m1+h−2)⌉). �
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5.3 Comparison of Convergent Speed

We analyze the essential condition that the fixed-MIP
converges faster than the AIMD-MIP.

Theorem 3.Given the initial MIP m1. Suppose adi has
maximum ABPδi , and the first MIP decrease takes place
in (h+ 1)th round, where h= 2

√

(m1)2+2δi − m1. The
fixed-MIP converges faster than the AIMD-MIP when
h ≥ r f − 2log(δi), where rf and ra are the convergent
speed of the fixed-MIP and the AIMD-MIP.

Proof.Assume that the fixed-MIP converges faster than
the AIMD-MIP, i.e., r f ≤ ra. Combining the results in
Theorem1 and2, we have:

r f ≤ ra

= h+2log(m1+h−2) (10)

Because the initial ABP ofadi is higher thanmh, i.e.,δi ≥
(m1+h−2), the lower bound of the first MIP decrease of
the AIMD-MIP is:

r f ≤ h+2log(δi)

h ≥ r f −2log(δi). (11)

�

6 Experiments

6.1 Environment Setup

We referred to [1,18] to build our simulations. The
valuation settings are considered within 10 and 50. The
instances of advertisers’ valuations and CTRs are
generated by linear, exponentially decreasing,
exponentially increasing, and random distributions.
Moreover, we consider a special case that the GSP
outputs a non-truthful result [4]. The settings are shown in
Table3, and the special cases of valuation and CTR are
marked as number four.

Initial MIPs are considered from 1 to 50 with gap 1 to
measure the performance of various MIP adjusting
strategies because the maximum valuation is 50. Each
advertiser adopts the utility-maximization strategy
formulated in section3 to compute the bid price in each
round. To realize the diversity of bidding in the real
world, we generate five instances of initial bid prices at
random.

6.2 SEP Revenue in Stable Outcomes

We first evaluate the SEP revenue in stable outcomes.
Because the SEP revenue depends on the given initial
MIP and MIP adjusting strategies, we consider all
combinations of the initial MIP and MIP adjusting
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Fig. 3: SEP’s revenue in the stable outcomes

strategies. Figure3 shows the SEP revenue in average,
and the base line is the VCG.

In the settings with small initial MIP (m1 ≤ 11),
fixed-MIP performs similar to AIMD-MIP (1.63%
difference approximately). As the initial MIP is increased,
the AIMD-MIP produces more and more SEP revenue,
but the fixed-MIP obtains opposite results. After initial
MIP 45, the SEP revenue in the AIMD-MIP is 1.7 times
of that in the VCG, but the fixed-MIP performs very close
to the VCG.

The SEP revenue in the fixed-MIP fully depends on
the initial MIP. Inappropriate initial MIPs lead to low SEP
revenue. On the other hand, initial MIP does not
dramatically affect the SEP revenue in the AIMD-MIP.
The revenue variance is bounded by 20% revenue
obtained by the VCG. In summary, the AIMD-MIP
outperforms the fixed-MIP in terms of the SEP revenue.
The fixed-MIP with only appropriate initial MIP may
generate the SEP revenue close to that derived by the
AIMD-MIP.

6.3 Overall Comparison for SEP Revenue in
Stable Outcomes

The overall comparison is a pairwise competition, and the
results are shown in Figure4. Each square includes three
measurements>, =, and< which represent the number of
instances that the left mechanism is better than, equal to,
and worse than the up-side mechanism, respectively. For
example, in the center square, the fixed-MIP outputs more
SEP revenue than the VCG in 5260 instances, ties in 98
instances, and less than the VCG in 892 instances.

AIMD-MIP is outstanding in 11134 instances
(89.07% approximately) and only worse than the
fixed-MIP in 192 instances (1.54% approximately). So,
the SEP in the AIMD-MIP gains more revenue than in
other mechanisms. The fixed-MIP produces more SEP
revenue than other mechanisms in only 5452 instances
(43.62% approximately). In addition, the VCG
outperforms the fixed-MIP in 892 instances (14.27%
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Table 3: The valuation and CTR settings applied in our simulations.

Valuation Instances CTR Instances
case # ad1 ad2 ad3 ad4 ad5 case # sl1 sl2 sl3 sl4

1 50 40 30 20 10 1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2
2 50 34 22 14 10 2 0.8 0.376 0.164 0.053
3 50 46 38 26 10 3 0.8 0.747 0.641 0.429
4 50 45 30 25 10 4 0.8 0.76 0.4 0.38
5 44.46 41.00 40.68 28.80 26.96 5 0.8 0.598 0.475 0.39
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Fig. 4: The overall comparison of the SEP revenue for
each mechanism.
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Fig. 5: The convergent speed comparison between the
fixed-MIP and the AIMD-MIP.

approximately). Therefore, the SEP applying fixed-MIP
must carefully determine the initial MIP.

6.4 Convergent Speed

The convergent speed is defined as the number of rounds
that a mechanism requires to realize a stable outcome. The
simulation result is shown in Figure5, and smaller values
indicate faster convergent speed.

For the simulations with initial MIP smaller than 11,
the convergent speed of the fixed-MIP is enhanced
dramatically as increasing the initial MIP settings.
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Fig. 6: The comparison result of Revenue-Per-Round.

Because the MIP is invariant throughout the auction,
increasing the initial MIP leads to that advertisers can not
update bid prices. For the simulations with initial MIP
higher than 11, raising initial MIP settings slightly
increases the convergent speed. Advertisers can not
update bids if the MIP is higher than the ABP, so the
mechanism requires fewer rounds to meet stable
outcomes. This confirms the result derived in Theorem1,
where the convergent speed of the fixed-MIP is inversely
proportional to the initial MIP.

The curve of the convergent speed of the AIMD-MIP
is slightly dropped whenm1 ≤ 11 and then raised.
Because the AIMD-MIP adjusts the MIP settings
according to the bid variance, most advertisers can update
bid prices to compete for the target slots. Therefore, the
AIMD-MIP converges slower than the fixed-MIP in most
instances, and the initial MIP settings do not affect the
convergent speed too much.

The AIMD-MIP is an adaptive MIP adjusting
strategy, and it requires more rounds to realize a stable
outcome than the fixed-MIP in most instances. For
popular keywords, the fixed-MIP with appropriate initial
MIP is better than the AIMD-MIP. Because popular
keywords arrives frequently, the SEP can learn the
optimal MIP setting from auction experiences. The
AIMD-MIP is suitable for rare keywords. Because rare
keywords are issued infrequent, the SEP may not have
enough experiences to study the appropriate initial MIP.
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(a) Max: 50 rounds.
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(b) Max: 75 rounds.
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(c) Max: 100 rounds.
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(d) Max: 125 rounds.
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(e) Max: 150 rounds.

Fig. 7: SEP’s long-term revenue comparison for the mechanisms withvarious maximum round restrictions.

6.5 Revenue-Per-Round

This simulation combines the SEP revenue in the stable
outcome with the convergent speed. We focus on the SEP
revenue obtained in the time period that the NDSSA does
not converge. Suppose a mechanismx requiresrx rounds
to converge, and the SEP receives the total revenuef x in
this period. We usefx/rx to indicate therevenue-per-round
(RPR). Higher RPR values indicate that the SEP can gain
more revenue in the unconvergent stage. Figure6 shows
the experiment result.

The RPR tendency of the fixed-MIP is getting worse
as increasing the initial MIP. Advertisers can not update
bid prices in the fixed-MIP with high initial MIP settings,
so the bid value proposed in the first round determines the
SEP revenue. Even though the number of rounds required
to converge, i.e., the termrx in the RPR explanation, is
reduced, the RPR of the fixed-MIP does not perform well

in high initial MIP settings because most initial bid prices
are low.

For the AIMD-MIP, the initial MIP setting does not
affect the SEP revenue too much according to Figure3.
So, the RPR is proportional to the convergent speed.
Because the variation of the convergent speed is small
(the gap between the worst and best case is only three
rounds), the RPR curve does not drop dramatically.

6.6 Long-term Revenue

The long-term revenue indicates the amount that the SEP
gains within a time interval. We observe the SEP revenue
by setting the maximum rounds as 50, 75, 100, 125, and
150. The results are shown in Figure7, and the base line is
VCG.

The curve tendencies of the fixed-MIP are similar in
the results with various maximum rounds. The SEP
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revenue is increased in first nine rounds, and then
continuously dropped. For the initial MIP larger than 45,
the SEP in the VCG gains more revenue than in the
fixed-MIP.

For the AIMD-MIP, various initial MIP settings
slightly change the SEP long-term revenue. Increasing the
maximum rounds results in more SEP revenue, and the
raised amount is 10% comparing to the VCG. According
to the result shown in section6.2, the SEP revenue in
stable outcomes of the AIMD-MIP is much higher than
that in the VCG. Thus, the AIMD-MIP generates more
long-term revenue as increasing the maximum rounds.

In Figure 7(a), the fixed-MIP outperforms the
AIMD-MIP when the initial MIP is set as between three
and twelve. However, as increasing the maximum rounds,
the SEP gains less and less revenue. According to the
results obtained in section6.2, the AIMD-MIP outputs
more SEP revenue in stable outcomes than the fixed-MIP,
so increasing the maximum rounds is disadvantageous for
the fixed-MIP. Thus, we conclude following properties for
the long-term revenue: the fixed-MIP with appropriate
initial MIP setting is suitable for rare keywords (fewer
rounds a day) while the AIMD-MIP is outstanding in
popular keywords (more rounds a day).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed the NDSSA to reduce the cost
of computing an auction result. To determine the MIP
setting for maximizing the SEP revenue, we propose the
fixed-MIP and the AIMD-MIP. The convergent speed is
analyzed, and the essential conditions that the fixed-MIP
converges faster than the AIMD-MIP is derived. We
conclude the following properties from our simulations.
For all the SEP revenue considerations, AIMD-MIP is
outstanding in popular keywords, and rare keywords for
the fixed-MIP. Opposite results are obtained for the
convergent speed.

We currently consider that each advertiser adopts the
utility-maximization strategy to compute bid values. This
is not sufficient to formulate the real world bidding
behavior. So, we will apply the data mining techniques
[20,21,22] to find out the practice bidding strategies.
Then, we will evaluate the performance of the NDSSA
for the advertisers with the obtained bidding strategies.
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